
How to use demand data for… MARKETING

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Generate Press Interest

Business Question:

• How can I leverage demand data to generate headline-grabbing numbers?

By using Parrot Analytics’ demand data, stories can be reinforced with impressive, 

context-providing numbers to drive interest in talking about your content.

While marketers already know the key strengths that distinguish their title from competitors, 

they often need hard data to support the narratives they pitch to the press.  Parrot Analytics’ 

demand data can make these pitches stronger and more compelling by providing tangible and 

trusted numbers that reinforce, contextualize and enhance the story.

In the example to the right, one 

effective way to promote the 

success of Title X is by comparing 

it to the average demand of its 

subgenre, or Subgenre Z.  Not 

only is the series very popular, 

but its 5 times more popular 

than the average series within 

that subgenre.

Providing industry-standard 

metrics to journalists not only 

makes the story more credible, 

but also provides for eye-

catching headlines: “Demand for 

Title X more than doubles when 

stars visit fans at Country Y cast 

event”- the lower graph visually 

demonstrates this.
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Subgenre Z; has 5 times the average 
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Cast event in Country Y on day 7 leads to 
243% increase in demand 
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